BUILD THE RECORDS SOLUTION THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF YOUR
AGENCY AND COMMUNITY.
Axon Records allows your agency to focus on what matters most by giving you a solution that
is focused on improving the officers’ workflow as they respond to calls for service, engage with
community members, and bring criminals to justice.

A RE-IMAGINED RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
JOIN FORCES: Policing is now team-centric – from violent crime to the opioid epidemic – officers need
to work together to solve the major issues in their communities. Axon’s network provides instant
collaboration within an agency and bridges the gap between agencies and prosecutors.
ACCELERATE JUSTICE: Get to the truth faster with video at the heart of the record and quickly explore
associations in one integrated system giving detectives and officers access to new insights and
actionable facts.
FOCUS ON COMMUNITIES: Remove the administrative burden from officers so they can spend more
time serving the community.
AXON.COM/RECORDS

FEATURES
MODERN: Mobility-first design allows report writing on any device
SMART: Automates tedious tasks with Axon’s Record Assistant, reducing your administrative burdens
and giving you back valuable time
SCALABLE: Cloud architecture for rapid deployment
SECURE: Hosted Microsoft Azure™ Government Cloud for maximum security, uptime, and CJIS compliance
COMPLIANT: NIBRS ready

BENEFITS
MINIMIZE TIME AND EFFORT ENTERING DATA
Officers can get back to the real work of policing communities. With an elegant, intuitive interface,
front-line officers can quickly determine the task they want to accomplish and be guided through the
necessary steps.
SIMPLE, POWERFUL TOOLS
Manage subordinates’ work for sergeants and supervisors. That means quick views to track calls for
service and reports for your review, kicked back for further information, or submitted to Records for
archiving.
END-TO-END CASE MANAGEMENT
Easily track all the physical and digital items associated with an ongoing case. Everything from body or
in-car camera video, interview room feeds, CCTV camera, forensic photography, documents and written
statements can be easily added, searched, and reviewed within a single case package.
POWER OF THE NETWORK
Take advantage of Axon’s presence in thousands of agencies and prosecutor offices across the country.
Officers submitting their work can select only the relevant material for prosecutors, collaborate and
pass updates into the court system - all through Axon Records. Eliminate printing thousands of pages or
burning DVDs to hand-carry to court.
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